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About This Game

You are Miss Bauxmont, the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. With your mother always away on business trips, you find yourself
infatuated with your personal butler. For several years, you have vied for his attention, but to no avail. However, you are now 17

and your mother has plans for you involving a certain suitor who has come into town.

What will your future hold on the chessboard?

---

Estimated Gameplay Time: 45 minutes - 1 hour

FEATURES:
-5 Endings

-Main Character Name Input
-Love Interest (Butler) Name Input

-Full English Voice Over
-Original Soundtrack by Christopher Escalante

CHARACTERS:
_____ Bauxmont - YOU! You are the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. Raised by the servants, you've been very sheltered and

have grown quite fond of Sophie, your personal maid, and your butler.
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_____ the Butler (CV: Bradley Gareth) - Your Love Interest! Your personal butler whom you can't get out of your mind. After
years of vying for his attention with no success, will you ever be able to obtain his love?

Sophie the Maid (CV: Michaela Laws) - Your best friend and personal maid! She is a silly maid who loves to spoil you and
make you happy on top of making sure your fit for royalty. However, with guests, she is very straightforward and polite; almost

a complete 180 switch.

Lady Bauxmont (CV: Hayden Daviau) - Your mother and current holder of the Bauxmont estate. She is strict and businesslike,
not truly caring about love, but about the future. She is harsh with you, but for good reason.

Isaac Newport (CV: Jonah Scott) - A new suitor. He is gentle and fun, but he's not really the type to have romance. He's merely
the type of guy who wants to care for someone like a little sister.
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My full review and gameplay footage can be found here; http://mousenjoypad.com/reviews/pc/dinocide-
review/#comment-32665

Dinocide, put simply, is not very good. Not only does it lack the challenge of the game it’s trying to be, but it doesn’t even feel
like they even tried to make a memorable game. Dinocide lacks boss battles, interesting level design or even the challenge of
losing the game due to your character having infinite lives. The gameplay feels as stiff as the animations look, and everything
just feels like an Alpha build that never got to see the light of a beta before being pushed out onto a shelf. There was some real
possibilities here to recapture the energy and excitement of a classic series- but sadly Dinocide doesn’t capture any of the charm
of its inspiration.. Does what it says on the tin.

Rifter is certainly interesting. This is a rather unique and really solid precision platformer with tight controls and satisfying
gameplay. You'll swing and dash your way through enemies and levels while jamming to a solid set of tracks. It is tough, but in a
way that is uber satisfying when you get that smooth run down. Combat is extremely satisfying and can be made as fancy or
simple as you choose.

I would be remiss if I did not mention the characters. Tiny, your companion, and Zip, the challenge giver, are awesome. They
really bring the smiles amidst some of your frustration. This is a speedrunning platformer, so story\/characters may not be that
important, but to me, those two really give a lot of personality to this title.

If the trailers look interesting to you, I'd recommend giving it a try for yourself. What videos cannot portray is the actual
*feeling* of swinging through the levels and arena combat areas, and how good it feels to get a smooth pass on a level you've
been having trouble with.

Highly recommend.. WTF my pc can run Gta V,Apex Legends,PUBG and Crew 3 smoothly and can't run this piece
of♥♥♥♥♥♥while i was playing this game my pc was burning no ♥♥♥♥ing joke if you have a bad computer never buy it if
your computer is at normal specs buy it it might lag but worth it i only could finish the first chapter but you can tell that this is a
good game the music is so good like jazzy music while you are slaughtering people just amazing. Great game to play with
friends. Much fur, much intensity, yes.. You like Space with Pirates?
You like Flying air/star ships based off of the old sail boats of our time?
Enjoyed the movie Treasure Planet?
Then this game is worth playing; Contiuing on from where the original treasure planet left off. Jim becoming an officer of the
Royal Navy as the game expands a little more on their world from the lore behind who made the map ball and treasure planet to
some of the factions aside from the Royal Navy and Pirates. The game is easy to pick up and play for any age to try and give a
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shot.

SOME of the problems you'll have, if your playing this on a new machine; There is no starry backdrop to represent the ethereal
ocean. I own the origional CD and played this game when it first released and I know it was in there. Also, Disney's Online
multiplayer support is long gone; thus if you want to play multiplayer, you'll need to run LAN games and start tunneling LAN;
which even the tunneling is more difficult than it sounds, especially with this old game.

The choice of Voice Actors to represent the crew from the movie, I will not say were the best picks; nor is some of Jim's
Portrait art when issuing commands.

Despit all of the problems, it's worth the $10 and worth picking up if you want to go all sapce pirate.. 100% recommended, good
music, beautiful visually and I love its lowpoly style, it's a game that is worth buying. I'm enjoying it very much.. Yeah this was
actually good.I got every reference and would buy the sequel
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V แล้วชอบมาก จับเลยภาคนี้ไม่เสียใจ ดูเวลาการเล่นของ ผม ไม่ต้องอธิบายเยอะไว้เล่นว่างๆ ทุกวันนี้ก็ยังเล่นกับบอท ภาคนี้เล่นกับบอท
สนุกสุดของทุกภาคละ
Good
11/26/2018 ทุกวันนี้ผมก็ยังเล่นอยู่ 10/10 ไปเลย จริงมีข้อเสียอยู่อย่างจากภาคต้น แต่ไม่ใช่ปัญหาใหญ่เสียงแค่อย่างเดียวเสียงเอฟเฟ็ก
บางฉากมันหลุดๆหายๆไม่ตรงกับอนิเมชั่นตัวละครเวลาออกท่าทาง เหมือน ภาค Heroes of Might & Magic V ตัวหลัก แต่ โดยรวม เล่น
Heroes of Might & Magic V: Tribes of the East นี้แหละ เวิกสุดละ สนุกสุดสมดุล สุด รักเลยเกมนี้. Pretty good game!

Irony of Nightmare is as you probably know a horror game. And its actually pretty scary sometimes. But the best part about this
game is the true ending. I am not going to spoil anything, but when I first played this game, I thought it would be another of
those games where you are locked in a house and a killer is trying to kill you. NO! It will get a little glitchy... he.

The worst part of the game is, that some of the jumpscares are just clones and I think they got way to overused. It kinda ruins
the atmosphere when something happens in EVERY ROOM!

In the end, I think its pretty good. Its also really cheap so get it now if you want.

7/10 Points!

The killer looks like an enemy from Left for Dead 2 change my mind. A decent hidden object game, although some of the
solutions are obtuse, and there is one achievement that is annoying to unlock. If you love HO games and you can get it on the
cheap, check it out.. Gave me diabetes.. You play as a frog
You fire balls at other balls
You make balls attract of the same color

This game talks about homosexuality AND racial issues?
Holy moly guacamole, that's DEEP. Love the idea of the game. However you cant start over. I have come to a place where I
cannot progress due to a bad choice and the rewind option only allows me to start the encounter over where again I cannot
progress the story. I want to like this but this is a very BAD game design.. This game is literally my childhood. This is going to
be my first review, yay^^

I found "Fallen: A2P Protocol" on the store when it was still Early Access. I liked the idea of X-Com-like gameplay combined
with a post-apocalyptic scenario. Defending humanity from invading aliens isn't my cup of tea, post-apocalypse, on the other
side, is more to my liking. I waited until release, so I could play the entire campaign.
"Fallen: A2P Protocol" did have a rough start, though. It had plenty of bugs, even game-breaking ones. But - and this is a major
positive for me - the devs really listen to the community. The constantly work on fixes and deliver them quickly. So as for now,
the game experience has been greatly improved, and I can recommend it. The story ends in a cliffhanger, though, so I wonder if
the devs are planning on releasing additional content or possible sequels.
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